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Ministry of Railways (Railway Board)

No. 2016/Heritage/Museum Program New Delhi, dated: 03.10.2017

General Manager(s)
All Indian Railways 8.: Metro Railway Kolkata

General Manager
Integral Coach Factory, Chennai

Sub: Rejuvenation and Strengthening of Rail Museums, Heritage
Parks and Galleries: Ensuring Safety of Visitors.

Ref: Board's letters of even number dated 14.12.2016, 31.03.2017,
22.06.2017 and 21.07.2017.

Reference above, Railways/Production Units were requested to formulate
proposals and sanction appropriate works for rejuvenation/strengthening of Railway
Museums, Heritage Parks/Galleries, providing facilities for differentLy-abLed visitors,
installation of CCTV systems, restoration and preservation of vintage saloons 8.:
coaches and operation of Coach Restaurant etc.

2. Many of the railway museums especially where substantial outdoor spaces and
toy train facilities are available can become potential concern for visitors' safety
especially children in the following areas:

a) Unsecured toy train track leading to visitors especially children accidentally
coming in front of toy train;

b) Fire hazards to wooden body coaches especially during summer season and
proximity to dry vegetation;

c) Fire hazards 8.: inadequate evacuation facility in indoor gallery;
d) Natural hazards due to presence of reptiles, snakes in outdoor area, especially

during monsoon season and in areas of dark vegetation.
e) PotentiaL for untoward /unpleasant incidences in dark and confined spaces

such as toilets, blind corners, storage rooms ete.

3. Vide letter of even number dated 22.06.2017, it has already been requested to
install appropriate CCTV systems for ensuring security of museums as well' as for the
visitors. In continuation of above, it is further requested that safety hazards as
mentioned above may kindly be audited and appropriate action be initiated to
eliminate/minimize them. Works programme, if needed, may also be formulated for
inclusion at appropriate level for undertaking the work.

Action taken may kindly be advised. \'»>\1
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(Subrata Nath)

Executive Director/Heritage
TeLefax: 011-23385330

Email: subrata. nath@nic. in
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